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In numerous experimental LENR-related works were presented the
results of investigation of soft X-Ray radiation (~1-3 keV) detected
outside working chamber when palladium or nickel samples were
exposed to deuterium and hydrogen.
Such effects were observed regularly during electrolysis, gas
discharge, thermocycling etc. Intensity of this radiation was
uncorrelated with heat generation and isotope changes into working
chamber.
Moreover, this radiation was frequently registered in absolutely
abnormal systems - e.g. behind the "black" screen (wall) which
thickness much surpasses absorption mean free path of radiation.
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Continuum X-Ray emission
measured with the curved mice
crystal spectrometer from a glow
discharge experiment with a Pd
cathode

These abnormal results on X-Ray registration in LENR-related experiments are
similar to the results of our investigation of X-Ray radiation generated on outer surface
of closed chamber (and registered behind this surface) at cavitation of liquid (see
below):
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In these works X-Ray processes have been associated with a liquid
(machine oil or water) jet moving through the narrow channel.
It has been found during detailed investigation that the outer surface
of the working chamber are sources of intense X-radiation,
generation of which is related to cavitation processes in the liquid
jet bulk and subsequent excitation of internal shock waves.
Interaction of these shock waves with external surface atoms of
water jet, metal tube or thick screen leads to external X-Ray
generation.
The frequency (energy) of X-radiation depends on the types of
atoms on a radiating surface (for a jet, it is water; for a channel, the
metal atoms on the surface (e.g. Fe, Cu, Pb, etc) and increases with
the increase of atoms charge.
The total X-ray activity of working chamber reaches Q0.1 Ci.

X-RAY GENERATION AT BUBBLE CAVITATION.
1). cavitation of machine oil.
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Scheme of the experimental setup for study of
cavitation phenomena at intermediate pressure of
spindel oil

In our earlier work [А. А. Kornilova, V. I.
Vysotskii, А. I. Koldamasov, Hyun Ik
Yang, Denis B. McConnell, A. V.
Desyatov //Surface, № 3 (2007) p. 55-60]
the anomalous optical phenomena
accompanying cavitational processes at
directed motion of running liquids through
thin dielectric channels to large-size
working chamber were investigated.
The cylindrical working chamber (cavitation
chamber) had a length of 15 cm, diameter
of 8 cm and has been made of plexiglass.
Inside the working chamber the special
diaphragm (hermetic plastic wall) with
orifice hole is situated. The diameter and
the length of the orifice hole are 1 mm and
2 cm. For observation of the optical
effects two opposite lateral faces of the
cylinder have been vertically cut. Within
these faces the thickness of the wall
changed from 2 to 3 cm.

Regimes of activity of the cavitation system

Fig.1. General view of the working
chamber with low pressure moving oil

Fig. 2. Movement of a stream of liquid
oil at cavitation condition (P=30-40 atm)

Fig. 3. Separation of the liquid stream from
the chamber walls at the condition
of intensive cavitation (Р=60-70 atm)

Fig.4 Bright luminescence of the directed
stream with cavitation bubbles (Р90 atm)

The important question - what is the nature and origin of the
directed luminous beam?
It was not a directed light beam from the internal part of the orifice hole because the
initial diameter of the directed beam is 4 times greater than the diameter of the output
aperture of the insert (orifice hole).
It also was not equilibrium thermal radiation (sonoluminescence) from the region
of cavitation. Several arguments support these conclusions:
Argument 1. The length (about 5-10 cm) and very narrow cylindrical form of the beam
are sharply different from the dimensions and shape of the usual cavitation region (jetlike cone, sphere or short cylinder with size 1-3 mm).
Argument 2. The rather bright observed luminescence and rather high derived
temperature (about 10^5 K) are comparable only to the intensity and temperature
spectrum from sonoluminescence of single bubbles, and are the direct result of the
spherical symmetry of the bubble at collapse. In the case of multibubble cavitation, the
sonoluminescence spectrum indicates that the temperature inside a bubble at collapse
is relatively low ( 2000-5000 K), and the intensity of the sonoluminescence is also low
("cold sonoluminescence").
Argument 3. The intensity of sonoluminescence decreases strongly with increasing
temperature of the cavitating liquid (e.g., at increasing temperature from 10 C up to
400 C the intensity decreases by 100 times). But in our system the intensity of
radiation does not depend on the temperature in the explored interval 20…60 C.
So, the observed phenomenon is not the usual kind of sonoluminescence.

Using three different methods, we have studied the mechanism whereby
Cherenkov radiation might be emitted by fast electrons when accelerated
along the axis of the chamber to velocities v > c/n() in the field of large
separated charges.
We used a ground connection to neutralize the separated volume charges
in the chamber. This did not influence the directed properties or intensity
of the laser-like beam.
We measured the angular distribution of the directed beam and found that
it is isotropic and differed from the distribution typical of Cherenkov
radiation:
sin = c/n()v.
We investigated the action of an external transverse magnetic field on the
direction and angular properties of the directed beam. The result was
negative – a transverse magnetic field with magnitude of 300 to 500
Oersted did not significantly influence the direction of the beam.
In view of these results, the directed beam is not believed to be
connected with Cherenkov radiation.

Investigation of characteristic X-ray radiation generation at
the cavitation phenomena
From detailed research of cavitation
phenomena we have observed that at
certain critical regimes of cavitation
outside of the thick-walled dielectric
chamber intensive characteristic X-ray
radiation is registered.
X-Ray detector during
radiation measurement in the
cavitation regime

For registration of the radiation X-Ray and gamma-detector (X-Ray detector)
AMPTEK X-123 been used.
Cylindrical collimator of the detector had a length (L) of about 6 cm and an internal
cross-section (S0) of 0.5 cm2. The solid angle of detection () was 0.02 steradian. The
entrance cross-section of the collimator was closed by very thin Be foil.

Calibration of X-Ray detector and control investigation
of the Mossbauer Fe-57 isotope
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The change (shift) of spectra of
X-Ray radiation generated by
the surface of cavitation
chamber at stage-by-stage
increases in oil pressure (left to
right - 20, 40 and 65 atm).

Registration of such soft X-ray radiation with energy about 1-2
keV (which is connected with the cavitation phenomena
inside the chamber) outside of the thick-walled (thickness is
about 2-3 cm) cavitation chamber is, at first sight, very strange
because of the very low absorption mean free path (less than 1020 microns) in the oil and plexiglas.

The same paradox takes place in LENR
experiments!
We have studied this paradox using different methods

1. Stimulation of generation of additional
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Spectrum of X-Ray radiation outside of the
chamber in the presence of copper
powder, mechanically and acoustically
connected with its external surface.
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Spectrum of X-radiation in the presence of
copper powder and additional thin copper foil Xray absorber which has not been mechanically
connected with the cavitation chamber

3. Investigation of space distribution of X-Ray sources
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The dependence of the X-ray registration intensity on the
distance between the detector and the surface of cavitation
chamber.
So, the sources of X-Ray radiation are situated on the surface of the cavitation chamber!

The cavitation & shock wave mechanism of the generation
of characteristic X-ray radiation outside of the cavitation
area
Formation of shock waves during bubble cavitation is described by the
system of Navier-Stokes equations and the equations for shock waves.
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The typical evolution of the bubble cavitation process
Explosion

Micronucleus of a
gas bubble
in the
compressed
liquid

The
beginning
of growth
of a gas
bubble in
the
tensioned
liquid

Growth phase
of a gas
bubble.
Growth speed
of the bubble
is less than
the speed of
sound.

The
phase of
unstable
balance at
the
maximum
size of
the
bubble.

The phase of
bubble collapsing.
The speed of
squeezing is more
than the speed of
sound. The
collapse ends with
an explosion and
the formation of a
divergent shock
wave with
supersonic speed.

The same process takes place in the liquid stream moving
through thin channel
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The evolution scheme
of cavitation bubble in a
moving liquid
(from birth to collapse)

The scheme of transformation of the the energy of bubble
cavitation collapse to the outside X-ray radiation
Cavitation collapse (1) in liquid;
Liquid
pump

Acoustic impulse (2);

Thin channel

Diaphragm

Shock wave in liquid (3);

Cavitation chamber

Formation of elastic wave (5) on the
surface (4) of a thick wall (6) of the
cavitation chamber;

Acoustic feedback

Shock wave (7) in the wall of the
cavitation chamber;
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Excitation of surface atoms (8) of the
wall (6) of cavitation chamber during
reflection of shock wave from external
surface of the wall;
X-Ray generation (9)outside of
chamber

Probability of excitation of atom transition
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The same mechanism of surface atom excitation takes place for another atom
transitions

Intermediate Conclusion
The generation of X-Ray radiation outside of the cavitation chamber is the
result of the transformation of the cavitation shock wave in liquid to a shock
wave in the cavitation chamber wall and further excitation of atoms on the
external surface of the chamber during reflection of its shock wave from the
wall-air border.
At high liquid pressure the liquid jet does not touch the internal surface of
chamber wall and the cavitational shock waves lead (through reflection from
the jet-vacuum border) to the excitation of jet surface atoms and to the
subsequent generation of optical and X-ray radiation in the jet.
This generation was observed in experiments.

Abnormal X-ray radiation registration behind thick metal screen with
one-side defects at frontal and reversed orientation
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It was found for the first
time that the impact of
shock acoustic waves,
which are formed in the
air as a result of
cavitation in water jets 1,
on distant thick screen 3
(made of stainless still
with stickiness 3 mm)
leads to the generation of
a quasi-coherent
directional X-ray
emission from the back
side of screen 3, that was
registered by two films
4a,4b stacked to each
other! The spatial
parameters of this
radiation depend on the
shape and size of the
screen and haracteristics
of shock wave.

“Closed” cavitation chamber for X-Ray generation
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Conclusions
The generation of X-Ray radiation outside of the cavitation chamber is the result of the
transformation of the cavitation shock waves in liquid to a shock waves in the cavitation
chamber wall and further excitation of atoms on the external surface of the chamber
during reflection of its shock wave from the wall-air border.
Results of experiments show that the intensive acoustic shock waves connected with the
cavitation processes are a source of intensive X-ray radiation. Frequency of radiation
depends on substance in which shock waves extends and is transformed.
Relatively soft radiation with energy about 1 keV is generated by a surface of fast water
jet in the area of cavitation. The more high energy (up to 2 keV) is generated by a
surface of a cylindrical steel rod with caviting water jet. At the presence of heavy atoms
on the rod surface this energy increase up to 5 keV.
Total intensity of X-Radiation at cavitation is about 0.1 Ci.

There is a very high probability that X-Ray phenomena observed at
explosion of cavitation bubbles and connected with the interaction of
cavitation induced shock waves with outer surface of working
chamber or screen are similar to X-Ray phenomena, which take place
during generation of similar shock waves at fast formation of
numerous micro-cracks at loading and interaction of hydrogen or
deuterium during metal matrix during electrolysis, glow discharge or
thermocycling.
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